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40100 & 40105
Remote Mount Battery Cable Kit
This kit contains a #1 gauge red positive cable and a #1 gauge black negative along with ring
terminals and side post battery adapters for mounting your battery in a remote location such as
under the floor or in the trunk.
Installation instructions
A. Mount battery in desired location. If battery is in the trunk, be sure that it is protected in an
enclosure of some kind which will also prevent any acid spills.
B. Attach the red cable and route it to the starter solenoid being sure to properly support it to the
frame or body and to insulate it with grommets or other material when routed through sheet
metal. Side post adapters are provided for the cables if needed.
C. Cut the cable to the desired length and install a ring terminal supplied. Crimping the terminal
may be done with a vise or a hammer and punch. Soldering the terminal is ok as long as it is
crimped also.
D. Once the terminal has been crimped on, take the supplied heat shrink and slide it over the
terminal and heat until it shrinks tight around the terminal and wire.
E. Repeat steps B, C and D with the black cable but attach the black cable to ground. The engine
or chassis frame is recommended for a proper ground or a combination of engine, body and
frame.
Note; Be sure to attach ground straps between the engine, body and frame. Do not rely on engine
mounts to provide a connection of the engine to the frame and battery.
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Painless Performance Limited Warranty
and Return Policy
Chassis harnesses and fuel injection harnesses are covered under a lifetime warranty.
All other products manufactured and/or sold by Painless Performance are warranted to the
original purchaser to be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use.
Painless Performance will repair or replace defective products without charge during the first 12
months from the purchase date. No products will be considered for warranty without a copy of
the purchase receipt showing the sellers name, address and date of purchase. You must return the
product to the dealer you purchased it from to initiate warranty procedures.
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